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Our mothers—and grandmothers—put up food in the freezer to economize on time
and money. In a recessionary environment and in a world of dual-job families,
there’s even more reason to do so today. But we don’t have the same tastes as
our moms. We eat a wider range of foods, drawing on a variety of ethnic and
global cuisines, we include more produce and grains in our diets, and we use
fewer processed and fatty foods. Jessica Fisher’s Not Your Mother’s MakeAhead and Freeze Cookbook is the perfect guide for economical home cooks
with any or all of these new tastes in foods that take well to freezing. Competing
books on freezing sell strongly and steadily. Typically, they are based on a very
specific plan—cooking for a family of four for a month ahead in an afternoon of
work in the kitchen, for example. They offer orderly plans with decent, if largely
unimaginative, food. Not Your Mother’s Make-Ahead and Freeze Cookbook
offers two advantages over these books. First, Fisher lays out lots of easy-tofollow guidelines for diverse families with varying needs and desires, taking into
account how long you want to spend in the kitchen—there are 2-hour, 4-hour, and
daylong plans—as well as how far out ahead you want to cook for, the size of your
household, the size of your freezer, your budget, and even your taste for onedish meals versus multi-course meals. The emphasis is on facilitating flexibility
without sacrificing clarity and ease-of-use. Second, Fisher’s 200 recipes deliver
flavorful and healthy food in abundance. She takes readers beyond mom’s beefpork-chicken triumvirate, with lots of ideas for lamb, fish, shellfish, and vegetarian
main courses. There are homey and family-friendly dishes, like Cheddar Cheese
Soup with Zucchini, Broccoli, and Carrots, or Crumb-Topped Cod Fillets, fancy
dishes for company, like Seasoned Steak with Gorgonzola Herb Butter, and lots
of globally inspired creations like Salsa Verde Beef, Red Lentil Dahl, and HoisinGlazed Salmon. While the emphasis is on dinner, there are breakfast and brunch
recipes, too, and plenty of ideas for breads, quick breads, and desserts that
freeze well. Ample sidebars address such matters as finding good freezer bags
and containers, labeling frozen food, whether to invest in a new freezer, and how
to thaw safely. The author’s story—cooking for a family of eight, including six
home-schooled children under ten, and serving as the creator and writer of the
popular blogs Life as Mom and Good Cheap Eats—fits the topic and the book
perfectly. Fisher is a woman who knows all about budgeting time and money
efficiently, at the same time serving up delicious food with warmth, love, and an
appreciation for the pleasures of the table.
I Love My Omelette Maker: The Only Omelette Maker Recipe Book You'll Ever
NeedBell & MacKenzie Publishing
A kitchen classic for over 35 years, and hailed by Time magazine as "a minor
masterpiece" when it first appeared in 1984, On Food and Cooking is the bible
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which food lovers and professional chefs worldwide turn to for an understanding
of where our foods come from, what exactly they're made of, and how cooking
transforms them into something new and delicious. For its twentieth anniversary,
Harold McGee prepared a new, fully revised and updated edition of On Food and
Cooking. He has rewritten the text almost completely, expanded it by two-thirds,
and commissioned more than 100 new illustrations. As compulsively readable
and engaging as ever, the new On Food and Cooking provides countless eyeopening insights into food, its preparation, and its enjoyment. On Food and
Cooking pioneered the translation of technical food science into cook-friendly
kitchen science and helped birth the inventive culinary movement known as
"molecular gastronomy." Though other books have been written about kitchen
science, On Food and Cooking remains unmatched in the accuracy, clarity, and
thoroughness of its explanations, and the intriguing way in which it blends
science with the historical evolution of foods and cooking techniques. Among the
major themes addressed throughout the new edition are: · Traditional and
modern methods of food production and their influences on food quality · The
great diversity of methods by which people in different places and times have
prepared the same ingredients · Tips for selecting the best ingredients and
preparing them successfully · The particular substances that give foods their
flavors, and that give us pleasure · Our evolving knowledge of the health benefits
and risks of foods On Food and Cooking is an invaluable and monumental
compendium of basic information about ingredients, cooking methods, and the
pleasures of eating. It will delight and fascinate anyone who has ever cooked,
savored, or wondered about food.
In 2013, food blogger and classical musician Molly Yeh left Brooklyn to live on a
farm on the North Dakota-Minnesota border, where her fiancé was a fifthgeneration Norwegian-American sugar beet farmer. Like her award-winning blog
My Name is Yeh, Molly on the Range chronicles her life through photos, more
than 120 new recipes, and hilarious stories from life in the city and on the farm.
Molly’s story begins in the suburbs of Chicago in the 90s, when things like
Lunchables and Dunkaroos were the objects of her affection; continues into her
New York years, when Sunday mornings meant hangovers and bagels; and ends
in her beloved new home, where she’s currently trying to master the art of the
hotdish. Celebrating Molly's Jewish/Chinese background with recipes for Asian
Scotch Eggs and Scallion Pancake Challah Bread and her new hometown
Scandinavian recipes for Cardamom Vanilla Cake and Marzipan Mandel Bread,
Molly on the Range will delight everyone, from longtime readers to those
discovering her glorious writing and recipes for the first time.
“You can almost taste the food in Bill Buford’s Dirt, an engrossing, beautifully
written memoir about his life as a cook in France.” —The Wall Street Journal
What does it take to master French cooking? This is the question that drives Bill
Buford to abandon his perfectly happy life in New York City and pack up and
(with a wife and three-year-old twin sons in tow) move to Lyon, the so-called
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gastronomic capital of France. But what was meant to be six months in a new
and very foreign city turns into a wild five-year digression from normal life, as
Buford apprentices at Lyon’s best boulangerie, studies at a legendary culinary
school, and cooks at a storied Michelin-starred restaurant, where he discovers
the exacting (and incomprehensibly punishing) rigueur of the professional
kitchen. With his signature humor, sense of adventure, and masterful ability to
bring an exotic and unknown world to life, Buford has written the definitive insider
story of a city and its great culinary culture.
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who
are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is
enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins
Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete
and entertaining history of philosophy.
"Are you hungry darling, shall I make you an omelette?" My mother's omelettes
are slightly overdone but always generous in cheese and well-seasoned. My
omelettes are just the same, though more often slightly underdone and less
carefully considered. And like my stories, they come in many forms. You might
get one late at night, after a little too much wine and alongside a little too much
information. I might spend a long time on one that's just a touch extravagant. And
many are for the people I care about most, thrown together and with more
cheese than is strictly necessary. Collected here are things I've done, things I've
seen, things I've thought, and most importantly, things I've tasted. They're slices
of parts of my life. Call them omelettes, if you like. I hope you enjoy them.
The bean liquid we used to throw away turns out to be one of the most
astonishing culinary discoveries of the decade. With its amazing eggreplacement abilities, miraculous "aquafaba" can be used as an egg-replacer to
make everything from French toast to lemon meringue pie. Aquafaba can be
used as a binder in both sweet and savory recipes and is a boon to vegans,
people with egg allergies, as well as anyone interested in innovative cooking with
a magical new ingredient. Aquafaba includes the story of how the bean liquid
properties were discovered, how to use it, and how to make fabulous recipes,
including: waffles crepes quiche burgers macarons marshmallows Aquafaba can
even be used to make dairy-free cheese, ice cream, butter, and so much more.
The book also includes a chapter filled with recipes that use the chickpeas and
beans that remain after using their liquid to make aquafaba. The latest title by
San-Diego-based author Zsu Dever (author of Vegan Bowls and Everday Vegan
Eats), Aquafaba features Zsu's signature photography, her easy-to-follow
instructions, and metric conversion charts.
When colonial Williamsburg explodes like a powder keg on the eve of the American
Revolution, Lady Elisabeth "Liberty" Lawson is abandoned by her fiancé and suspected
of being a spy for the hated British. No one comes to her aid save the Patriot Noble
Rynallt, a man with formidable enemies of his own. Liberty is left with a terrible choice.
Will the Virginia belle turned lacemaker side with the radical revolutionaries, or stay true
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to her English roots? And at what cost? Historical romance favorite Laura Frantz is
back with a suspenseful story of love, betrayal, and new beginnings. With her
meticulous eye for detail and her knack for creating living, breathing characters, Frantz
continues to enchant historical fiction readers who long to feel they are a part of the
story.
Presents recipes ranging in difficulty with the science and technology-minded cook in
mind, providing the science behind cooking, the physiology of taste, and the techniques
of molecular gastronomy.
Vegan Recipes That'll Punch Your Taste Buds in the Mouth Natalie Slater has been
described as "Martha Stewart meets Iron Maiden," taking vegan cooking to places it
has never been before. Influenced by slasher films, pro-wrestling, punk rock and heavy
metal, her quirky-yet-delicious comfort foods are a refreshing take on vegan eating with
award-winning flavors. Along the way, her off-color humor, irreverent rants and density
of pop-culture references will make you laugh out loud. Inside this high-energy
cookbook you'll find recipes for Bike Messenger Brownies—inspired by the espressoinfused chai latte these speed demons use to fuel up; and Crouching Cornbread,
Hidden Broccoli—Natalie's sneaky way of getting her son to eat vegetables. Other
creations include the Grilled Mac ‘n' Cheez Sandwich, Taco Lasagna, Chick-O
Cheesecake, and her Shepherd's Pie Pizza, about which she writes, "Some people
were born to rock n' roll. Others were born to ride. I was born to put mashed potatoes
on pizza." Bake and Destroy was named one of the most anticipated cookbooks of the
year by VegNews.
Decreed by David Letterman (tongue in cheek) on CBS TV’s The Late Show to be the
pick of “Dave’s Book Club 2006,” Candy Girl is the story of a young writer who dared
to bare it all as a stripper. At the age of twenty-four, Diablo Cody decided there had to
be more to life than typing copy at an ad agency. She soon managed to find inspiration
from a most unlikely source— amateur night at the seedy Skyway Lounge. While she
doesn’t take home the prize that night, Diablo discovers to her surprise the act of
stripping is an absolute thrill. This is Diablo’s captivating fish-out-of-water story of her
yearlong walk on the wild side, from quiet gentlemen’s clubs to multilevel sex palaces
and glassed-in peep shows. In witty prose she gives readers a behind-the-scenes look
at this industry through a writer’s keen eye, chronicling her descent into the skin trade
and the effect it had on her self-image and her relationship with her now husband.
I Love My Soup Maker The Only Soup Machine Recipe Book You'll Ever Need I Love
My Soup Maker is the essential companion to your electric soup maker. Packed with
simple and delicious recipes this brand new collection from CookNation will help you
make the most of your soup machine. Our easy to follow, healthy recipes can be made
in as little as 30 minutes and bring together new ideas to inspire you alongside tried and
tested traditional family favourites. I Love My Soup Maker will help give your mealtimes
a boost with the minimum of fuss and preparation. Our recipes have been written
specifically for soup making machines but can easily be adapted to suit the traditional
stove-top method of cooking.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Hailed by Anthony Bourdain as “heartbreaking,
horrifying, poignant, and inspiring,” 32 Yolks is the brave and affecting coming-of-age
story about the making of a French chef, from the culinary icon behind the renowned
New York City restaurant Le Bernardin. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
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YEAR BY NPR In an industry where celebrity chefs are known as much for their salty
talk and quick tempers as their food, Eric Ripert stands out. The winner of four James
Beard Awards, co-owner and chef of a world-renowned restaurant, and recipient of
countless Michelin stars, Ripert embodies elegance and culinary perfection. But before
the accolades, before he even knew how to make a proper hollandaise sauce, Eric
Ripert was a lonely young boy in the south of France whose life was falling apart.
Ripert’s parents divorced when he was six, separating him from the father he idolized
and replacing him with a cold, bullying stepfather who insisted that Ripert be sent away
to boarding school. A few years later, Ripert’s father died on a hiking trip. Through
these tough times, the one thing that gave Ripert comfort was food. Told that boys had
no place in the kitchen, Ripert would instead watch from the doorway as his mother
rolled couscous by hand or his grandmother pressed out the buttery dough for the treat
he loved above all others, tarte aux pommes. When an eccentric local chef took him
under his wing, an eleven-year-old Ripert realized that food was more than just an
escape: It was his calling. That passion would carry him through the drudgery of
culinary school and into the high-pressure world of Paris’s most elite restaurants,
where Ripert discovered that learning to cook was the easy part—surviving the line was
the battle. Taking us from Eric Ripert’s childhood in the south of France and the
mountains of Andorra into the demanding kitchens of such legendary Parisian chefs as
Joël Robuchon and Dominique Bouchet, until, at the age of twenty-four, Ripert made
his way to the United States, 32 Yolks is the tender and richly told story of how one of
our greatest living chefs found himself—and his home—in the kitchen. Praise for 32 Yolks
“Passionate, poetical . . . What makes 32 Yolks compelling is the honesty and laudable
humility Ripert brings to the telling.”—Chicago Tribune “With a vulnerability and honesty
that is breathtaking . . . Ripert takes us into the mind of a boy with thoughts so sweet
they will cause you to weep.”—The Wall Street Journal
From the Sunday Times bestseller comes a stunning novel that will warm your heart
‘The feeling you get when you read a Milly Johnson book should be bottled and made
available on the NHS’ Debbie Johnson 'Clear your house and clear your mind. Don't let
life's clutter dictate to you. Throw it away and take back the control!' When Lou Winter
picks up a dog-eared magazine in the dentist's waiting room and spots an article about
clearing clutter, she little realises how it will change her life. What begins as an earnest
spring clean soon spirals out of control. Lou's loved ones grow disgruntled. Why is
clearing out cupboards suddenly more important than making his breakfast, her
husband Phil wonders? The truth is, the more rubbish Lou lets go of, the more light and
air can get to those painful, closed-up places at the centre of her heart. Even lovely
Tom Broom, the man who delivers Lou's skips, starts to grow concerned about his
sweetest customer. But Lou is a woman on a mission, and not even she knows where it
will end . . . Praise for Milly Johnson: 'Every time you discover a new Milly book, it’s like
finding a pot of gold' heat 'A glorious, heartfelt novel' Rowan Coleman ‘Absolutely
loved it. Milly's writing is like getting a big hug with just the right amount of bite
underneath. I was rooting for Bonnie from the start' Jane Fallon ‘Bursting with warmth
and joie de vivre’ Jill Mansell ‘Warm, optimistic and romantic’ Katie Fforde
Eggs are a great source of protein and incredibly versatile. You can boil the, fry them,
scramble them—the list goes on and on.It can be tough to be creative with eggs, but
there really are so many different ways to make them. When it's coming to the end of
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the week and you still have a bunch of eggs left over from a grocery store trip, look in
this book and we guarantee you'll be able to put them to good use.
Whether you are cooking for yourself or making a family feast, omelettes are perfect for any
meal. With the fillings of your choice they're superb for breakfast, lunch, dinner or any snack in
between.
A fast-talking businessman is felled by a frying pan: “Soul food and sassy characters…a feast
that will satisfy the appetites of readers.”—Library Journal Welcome to Mahalia’s Sweet
Tea—the finest soul food restaurant in Prince George’s County, Maryland. In between
preparing her famous cornbread and mashed potatoes so creamy “they’ll make you want to
slap your Momma,” owner Halia Watkins is about to dip her spoon into a grisly mystery . . .
Halia Watkins has her hands full cooking, hosting, and keeping her boisterous young cousin,
Wavonne, from getting too sassy with customers. Having fast-talking entrepreneur Marcus
Rand turn up in her kitchen is annoying enough when he’s alive—but finding his dead body
face-down on her ceramic tile after hours is much worse. Marcus had his enemies, and the
cast iron frying pan beside his corpse suggests that at last, his shady business deals went too
far. Halia is desperate to keep Sweet Tea’s name out of the sordid spotlight but her efforts
only make Wavonne a prime suspect. Now Halia will have to serve up the real villain—before
the killer returns for a second helping . . . Features delicious recipes from Mahalia’s Sweet
Tea,including Sour Cream Corn Bread and Sweet Corn Casserole!
More Omelets. Get your copy of the best and most unique Omelet recipes from BookSumo
Press! Come take a journey with us into the delights of easy cooking. The point of this
cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature of cooking simply. In this
book we focus on Omelets. The Omelet Cookbook is a complete set of simple but very unique
Omelet recipes. You will find that even though the recipes are simple, the tastes are quite
amazing. So will you join us in an adventure of simple cooking? Here is a Preview of the
Omelet Recipes You Will Learn: Olives Omelet Potato Omelet Cheesy Bell Omelet Simple
Omelet Japanese Omelet Treat Two-Meat Omelet Spinach Omelet Fort Collins Omelet Italian
Cheese Omelet Bell Pepper Combo Omelet Mini Spinach Omelets Creamy Olive Omelet
Italian Mushroom Omelet Japanese Omelet Colorado Omelet Greek Olive Omelet Japanese
Rice Omelet American Crab Omelet Artichoke Heart Omelet German Potato Omelet Spanish
Veggie Omelet Indian Curry Omelet Chinese Carrot Omelet Yummy Mushroom Omelet Sweet
Apple Omelet Eggplant & Tomato Omelet Cheesy Bread Omelet Double Cheese Omelet
Individual Bell Omelets Much, much more! Again remember these recipes are unique so be
ready to try some new things. Also remember that the style of cooking used in this cookbook is
effortless. So even though the recipes will be unique and great tasting, creating them will take
minimal effort! Related Searches: Omelet cookbook, Omelet recipes, omelette cookbook,
omelette recipes, egg cookbook, egg recipes, frittata cookbook
** The Ultimate Omelette Recipe Guide ** Omelettes are like pizza to some degree -- you can
fill them with whatever you choose and never go wrong. Many people like to add veggies,
meats and cheeses, but the combination is only limited by your tastebuds and your
imagination. If you're looking for a hearty breakfast that won't take hours to prepare, make an
omelette. You can customize your omelette by experimenting with different cheeses, herbs,
and anything else you can think of to give the omelette added flavor. We have collected the
most delicious and best selling recipes from around the world. Enjoy! Introduce delicious
omelettes into your lifestyle today! Scroll Up & Grab Your Copy NOW!
250 of master chef Jacques Pépin's classic and timeless recipes for unexpectedly polished and
satisfying meals with minimal prep and cleanup You don't need a kitchen brigade, decadeshoned skills, or expensive ingredients to cook and eat like master chef Jacques Pépin. Just like
the rest of us, he doesn't always have as much time or energy as he'd like to put together a
satisfying meal. So, he came up with Jacques Pépin Quick & Simple, 250 recipes for
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surprisingly achievable, impressive fare. Covering homemade staples and every course, with
tips for kitchen tools and equipment, pantry staples, and techniques to simplify and improve
every dish you make, this foundational, classic collection is essential for every busy home cook
who refuses to eat poorly. Dine on the Braised Short Ribs in Red Wine Sauce that Jacques is
proud to serve, prepared in under an hour. Or, for healthier fare, Suprêmes of Chicken with
Paprika comes together in under thirty minutes. Originally published as The Short-Cut Cook,
this revised edition is a testament to Jacques' timeless food and advice, and now includes
beautiful photographs.
'Beautifully put-together with wonderfully crafted, full-on flavour recipes for everyone. A proper
family feast of a cookbook!' Tom Kerridge ‘This is a gorgeous book.’ Nigella Lawson ‘Lennie
and Jessie are as madly entertaining to read as they are to be around. They are also brilliant
storytellers so every recipe is as personal as it could be: a classic Jewish chopped liver served
on Friday night dinners, aromatic Beef Stifado eaten on Greek holidays or an orange and
pistachio cake created by son and brother. I adore this family.’ Yotam Ottolenghi ‘This book
encapsulates humour, kindness, bucket loads of love and, most importantly, good food. I’m so
happy to have the Ware family in my life and in my kitchen.’ Sam Smith 'damned good food'
The Telegraph ‘Mum. Guess what?’ ‘What Jessie?’ ‘We’ve written a cookbook’. ‘I know
darling! Do you think anyone will want to buy it?’ ‘Well, it’s the recipes we’ve made our
guests – the really good ones. Like the Sausage and Bean Casserole we made Ed Sheeran,
the Drunken Crouton and Kale Salad we made Yotam Ottolenghi and the two Blackberry and
Custard Tarts we served Nigella.' 'You ate a whole one before she arrived, darling.' 'It’s a
bloody good recipe mum.' Cooking through Table Manners is like having Jessie and Lennie at
the table with you: brash, funny and full of opinions. In true Ware style, their cookbook is
divided into Effortless, A Bit More Effort, Summertime, Desserts and Baking (thanks to
Jessie’s brother Alex), Chrismukkah (Christmas, Hanukkah and celebrations) and, of course,
Jewish-ish Food. These delicious, easy dishes are designed for real people with busy and
sometimes chaotic lives with the ultimate goal of everyone eating together so unfiltered chat
can flourish.
From sweet to savoury, deliciously decadent to healthier whole wheat: waffles are the ultimate
comfort food. Quick, easy & satisfying they hit the spot every time with very little mess OR
washing up.
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist Baker,
featuring 101 all-new simple, vegan recipes that all require 10 ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1
pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare Dana Shultz founded the Minimalist Baker blog in 2012 to
share her passion for simple cooking and quickly gained a devoted worldwide following. Now,
in this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely
plant-based, mostly gluten-free, and 100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this
practical but inspiring cookbook includes: • Recipes that each require 10 ingredients or less,
can be made in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to prepare. • Delicious options for
hearty entrées, easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table in a
snap • Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes
with standard and metric ingredient measurements Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is a
totally no-fuss approach to cooking for anyone who loves delicious food that happens to be
healthy too.
A charmingly illustrated ode to omelets with step-by-step techniques and 100 recipes The
omelet is at once simple and complex, delicious at any time. John Finn’s mother was certainly
a fan—she spent years searching for the perfect technique and has passed her knowledge, and
her passion, to her son. Here Finn provides instructions for four master recipes—the classic
French omelet nature, an American diner omelet, a frittata, and a dessert omelet—and
delectable variations on each, including: Omelet Bonne Femme (potatoes, bacon, and onion)
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Many Mushrooms Omelet Tortilla with Caramelized Onions and Serrano Ham Chocolate
Soufflé Omelet Omelettier John Finn leaves no eggshell unturned and provides readers with
everything they need to find their way to their own perfect omelet.
Get the recipes everyone is talking about in the debut cookbook from the wildly popular blog,
Skinnytaste. Gina Homolka is America’s most trusted home cook when it comes to easy,
flavorful recipes that are miraculously low-calorie and made from all-natural, easy-to-find
ingredients. Her blog, Skinnytaste is the number one go-to site for slimmed down recipes that
you’d swear are anything but. It only takes one look to see why people go crazy for Gina’s
food: cheesy, creamy Fettuccini Alfredo with Chicken and Broccoli with only 420 calories per
serving, breakfast dishes like Make-Ahead Western Omelet "Muffins" that truly fill you up until
lunchtime, and sweets such as Double Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies that are low in sugar
and butter-free but still totally indulgent. The Skinnytaste Cookbook features 150 amazing
recipes: 125 all-new dishes and 25 must-have favorites. As a busy mother of two, Gina started
Skinnytaste when she wanted to lose a few pounds herself. She turned to Weight Watchers for
help and liked the program but struggled to find enough tempting recipes to help her stay on
track. Instead, she started “skinny-fying” her favorite meals so that she could eat happily while
losing weight. With 100 stunning photographs and detailed nutritional information for every
recipe, The Skinnytaste Cookbook is an incredible resource of fulfilling, joy-inducing meals that
every home cook will love.
The Long-Awaited, Enormously Entertaining Memoir by One of the Great Artists of Our
Time—Now a New York Times, USA Today, Los Angeles Times, and Publisher’s Weekly
Bestseller. In this candid and often hilarious memoir, the celebrated director, comedian, writer,
and actor offers a comprehensive, personal look at his tumultuous life. Beginning with his
Brooklyn childhood and his stint as a writer for the Sid Caesar variety show in the early days of
television, working alongside comedy greats, Allen tells of his difficult early days doing standup
before he achieved recognition and success. With his unique storytelling pizzazz, he recounts
his departure into moviemaking, with such slapstick comedies as Take the Money and Run,
and revisits his entire, sixty-year-long, and enormously productive career as a writer and
director, from his classics Annie Hall, Manhattan, and Annie and Her Sisters to his most recent
films, including Midnight in Paris. Along the way, he discusses his marriages, his romances
and famous friendships, his jazz playing, and his books and plays. We learn about his demons,
his mistakes, his successes, and those he loved, worked with, and learned from in equal
measure. This is a hugely entertaining, deeply honest, rich and brilliant self-portrait of a
celebrated artist who is ranked among the greatest filmmakers of our time.
‘Joyful, life-affirming, greedy. I loved it’ – DIANA HENRY ‘Whether you are an avid cyclist, a
Francophile, a greedy gut, or simply an appreciator of impeccable writing – this book will get
you hooked’ – YOTAM OTTOLENGHI
For bestselling cookbook author Hetty McKinnon, Asian cooking is personal. McKinnon grew
up in a home filled with the aromas, sights, and sounds of her Chinese mother's cooking.
These days she strives to recreate those memories for her own family--and yours--with
traditional dishes prepared in non-traditional ways. It's a sumptuous collection of creative
vegetarian recipes featuring pan-Asian dishes that anyone can prepare using supermarket
ingredients. Readers will learn how to make their own kimchi, chilli oil, knife-cut noodles, and
dumplings. They'll learn about the wonder that is rice and discover how Asian-inspired salads
are the ultimate crossover food. McKinnon offers tips for stocking your modern Asian pantry
and explores the role that sweetness plays in Asian cultures. Her recipes are a celebration of
the exciting and delicious possibilities of modern Asian cooking--from Smashed Cucumber
Salad with Tahini and Spicy Oil, and Finger-lickin' Good Edamame Beans with Fried Curry
Leaves, to Springtime Rolls with Miso Kale Pesto and Tamarind Apple Crisp. Featuring big,
powerful flavours created from simple, fresh ingredients, these recipes are firmly rooted in the
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place where east meets west and where tradition charts the journey to the modern kitchen.
Cooking good food from scratch is a skill that can save you money, keep you healthy, and
make you and your family and friends happy. What I’ve tried to do in this book is pick a whole
load of meals that we all love to eat and break them down to make them as simple as possible.
There are plenty of clear instructions and step-by-step pictures, so whether you’re an
accomplished cook or a complete beginner, you’ll be able to enjoy cooking and achieve great
results in the kitchen. This book is inspired by all the people I’ve met who thought they could
never and would never learn how to cook. I believe that good home cooking is one of the most
essential, fundamental skills that every single person on this planet should have in order to
look after themselves, their families, and their friends. This food revolution is all about people
learning how to make a recipe, then teaching that recipe to their friends and family . . . if
enough people do this, pretty soon everyone will be cooking. So cook something today, then
PASS IT ON!
The debut cookbook by the creator of the wildly popular blog Damn Delicious proves that quick
and easy doesn't have to mean boring.Blogger Chungah Rhee has attracted millions of
devoted fans with recipes that are undeniable 'keepers'-each one so simple, so easy, and so
flavor-packed, that you reach for them busy night after busy night. In Damn Delicious, she
shares exclusive new recipes as well as her most beloved dishes, all designed to bring fun and
excitement into everyday cooking. From five-ingredient Mini Deep Dish Pizzas to no-fuss
Sheet Pan Steak & Veggies and 20-minute Spaghetti Carbonara, the recipes will help even the
most inexperienced cooks spend less time in the kitchen and more time around the
table.Packed with quickie breakfasts, 30-minute skillet sprints, and speedy takeout copycats,
this cookbook is guaranteed to inspire readers to whip up fast, healthy, homemade meals that
are truly 'damn delicious!'
How many great ideas begin with a nagging thought in the middle of the night that should
disappear by morning, but doesn’t? For Daniel Shumski, it was: Will it waffle? Hundreds of
hours, countless messes, and 53 perfected recipes later, that answer is a resounding: Yes, it
will! Steak? Yes! Pizza? Yes! Apple pie? Emphatically yes. And that’s the beauty of being a
waffle iron chef—waffling food other than waffles is not just a novelty but an innovation that
leads to a great end product, all while giving the cook the bonus pleasure of doing something
cool, fun, and vaguely nerdy (or giving a reluctant eater—your child, say—a great reason to dig
in). Waffled bacon reaches perfect crispness without burned edges, cooks super fast in the twosided heat source, and leaves behind just the right amount of fat to waffle some eggs. Waffled
Sweet Potato Gnocchi, Pressed Potato and Cheese Pierogi, and Waffled Meatballs all end up
with dimples just right for trapping their delicious sauces. A waffle iron turns leftover mac ’n’
cheese into Revitalized Macaroni and Cheese, which is like a decadent version of a grilled
cheese sandwich with its golden, buttery, slightly crisp exterior and soft, melty, cheesy interior.
For many visitors, traveling to Thailand means one thing: enjoying the delicious street food. In
Thailand's Best Street Food, freelance writer and food blogger Chawadee Nualkhair details
everything that visitors need to know to track down the most delectable dishes—no matter
where they are hidden. Most people think Bangkok is the only place to find great Thai street
food, but Nualkhair ate her way across the country and found incredible food stalls
everywhere, from Phuket in the south to Chiang Mai in the north. Even seasoned travelers may
find it difficult to identify the best venues—never mind figuring out how and what to order.
Fortunately for anyone bound for Thailand, Nualkhair draws on her vast experience to provide
essential tips on locating food stalls in cities across the country, including: Directions on how to
find a particular stall Street maps for each sector Each stall's specialty Serving options,
beverages, and notable extras Whether or not seating is available Information on bathroom
facilities As an added bonus, Nualkhair includes recipes for the 12 most popular Thai street
food dishes adapted for the Western kitchen. Thai street food is one of today's hottest food
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trends, and Thailand's Best Street Food makes it easy for foodies to savor incredible Thai
food—wherever their travels take them.
The first installment in the new Last Reality series by the authors of the "New York
Times"-bestselling Nightmares! series. Ideal for fans of HBO's "Westworld, Otherworld" asks
the question: If technology can deliver everything we want, how much are we willing to pay?
Whatever your craving, mood, preference or guilty pleasure, there's a toastie here to love. Say
goodbye to sad and soggy & instead create a fuss-free delicious snack or light meal in
minutes.
The beloved sequel to the bestselling classic, Mastering the Art of French Cooking, Volume II
presents more fantastic step-by-step French recipes for home cooks. Working from the
principle that “mastering any art is a continuing process,” Julia Child and Simone Beck
gathered together a brilliant selection of new dishes to bring you to a yet higher level of
culinary mastery. They have searched out more of the classic dishes and regional specialties
of France, and adapted them so that Americans, working with American ingredients, in
American kitchens, can achieve the incomparable flavors and aromas that bring up a rush of
memories—of lunch at a country inn in Provence, of an evening at a great Paris restaurant, of
the essential cooking of France. From French bread to salted goose, from peasant ragoûts to
royal Napoleons, recipes are written with the same detail, exactness, and clarity that are the
soul of Mastering the Art of French Cooking.
Tempted to try your hand at vegan food but don't know where to start? Or even just to make
meat-free Monday a regular thing? Long gone are the days of vegan food being dull and
worthy: Vegan 100 is bold, vibrant and gorgeous. Going vegan was the best decision Gaz
Oakley ever made. Gaz, aka Avant-Garde Vegan, was once a meat eater and often didn't feel
well. Overnight, he decided to go vegan for the health benefits, for his love of animals and to
do his part in looking after the planet. He found that, as a trained chef, it was surprisingly easy
to get big tastes and colours into vegan dishes without compromise, and he also noticed an
improvement in the way he felt. The emphasis in Gaz's 100 amazing vegan recipes is first and
foremost on FLAVOUR. From Kentucky Fried Chick'n and Fillet "Steak" Wellington to
Chocolate Tart and Summer Berry Mousse Cake, it's all incredible-tasting food that just
happens to be vegan. Delectable, beautiful and packed with dishes that are good for you, this
is like no other vegan cookbook.
French Guy Cooking is a YouTube sensation with half a million subscribers. A Frenchman
living in Paris, Alex loves to demystify cooking by experimenting with food and cooking
methods to take the fear factor out of the kitchen. He wants to make cooking fun and
accessible, and he charms his viewers with his geeky approach to food. In this, his debut
cookbook, he shares 90 of his absolute favourite recipes, some of which feature step-by-step
photography – from amazingly tasty toast and pizza ideas all the way to some classic but supersimple French dishes. Along the way, he offers ingenious kitchen hacks – a cheat's guide to
wine, five knives you need in your kitchen, the secret to brilliant ramen – so that anyone can
throw together great food without any fuss.
Containing over 250 rice recipes from around the world, this cookbook also includes
information on: the many varieties of rice the nutritional value its history and agriculture the
cults, cultures and myths surrounding it and its importance through the ages.
The James Beard and IACP Award-winning author of Flour Water Salt Yeast and one of the
most trusted baking authorities in the country proves that amazing pizza is within reach of any
home cook. “If there were ever to be a bible for all things pizza—and I mean all things—Ken
Forkish has just written it.”—Marc Vetri, author of Mastering Pasta and owner of Vetri The
Elements of Pizza breaks down each step of the pizza-making process, from choosing a dough
to shaping your pie to selecting cheeses and toppings that will work for your home kitchen
setup. Forkish offers more than a dozen different dough recipes—same-day “Saturday doughs”
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that you can make in the morning to bake pizza that night, levain doughs made from a naturally
fermented yeast starter, and even gluten-free dough—each of which results in the best, most
texturally sublime crust you’ve ever made at home. His clear, expert instructions will have you
shaping pies and loading a pizza peel with the confidence of a professional pizzaiolo. And his
innovative, seasonal topping ideas will surprise and delight any pizza lover—and inspire you to
create your own signature pies, just the way you like them.
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